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26 CYBER CRIMINALS ARRESTED UNDER CBI’S
‘OPERATION CHAKRA’
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The CBI registered 11 cases against cyber criminals involved in financial fraud using the internet
| Photo Credit: Reuters
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Twenty-six alleged cyber criminals have been arrested so far under ‘Operation Chakra’ of the
CBI to dismantle cyber crime gangs operating in the country, officials said on Thursday.
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(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and policy,
subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)
The operation has been launched in coordination with state police, Interpol and agencies of
other countries, they said.
The CBI said 16 persons were arrested by Karnataka Police, seven by Delhi Police, two by
Punjab Police and one by Andaman and Nicobar Police.
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The central probe agency, in coordination with state police, conducted searches under the
operation at 115 locations across the country on inputs provided by Interpol, FBI, Royal
Canadian Mounted Police and Australian Federal Police, the officials said.
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The CBI registered 11 cases against cyber criminals involved in financial fraud using the
internet. While the agency conducted searches at 87 locations, 28 places were raided by the
state police, they added.
"The operation intends to dismantle the infrastructure of these international cyber crime gangs in
India and bring these perpetrators to justice. India's fight against transnational organised cyber
crime has thus achieved a major milestone," a statement from the agency said.
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ACQUITTAL PROVES ‘URBAN NAXAL’ TAG WAS
BOGUS: CONG.
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Role of External State & Non-state actors in creating challenges
to internal security incl. Terrorism & illegal Migration
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The Congress and the Left parties on Friday welcomed the acquittal of former Delhi University
Professor G.N. Saibaba by the Bombay High Court. The Left parties called for the repeal of the
“draconian” Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA).
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Congress general secretary (Communications) Jairam Ramesh said the acquittal proved that the
“urban Naxal” tag was completely bogus.
CPI(M) Polit Bureau member Brinda Karat said the judgment highlighted the “utterly arbitrary,
politically motivated and illegal methods used to book persons under the UAPA”.
CPI general secretary D. Raja tweeted, “ ... Truth has finally triumphed. Struggle for human
rights, repeal of draconian laws & release of political prisoners will continue!”
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AFTER 4 YEARS, PAKISTAN IS OUT OF FATF ‘GREY
LIST’
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas

In a statement, FATF said that it “welcomes Pakistan’s significant progress” in its AML/CFT
mechanisms.
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India has protested Pakistan’s lack of action against cross-border terror groups responsible for
attacks on India, but sources said went along with the final decision, as there was consensus in
the room, and Pakistan had submitted “documentary evidence” of its actions against designated
terrorists. “As a result of FATF scrutiny, Pakistan has been forced to take some action against
well known terrorists, including those involved in attacks against the entire international
community in Mumbai on 26/11 attack” MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said, referring to the
2008 attacks in which 166 people were killed, and 294 injured.
“It is in global interest that the world remains clear that Pakistan must continue to take credible,
verifiable, irreversible and sustained action against terrorism and terrorist financing emanating
from territories under its control,” he added.
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MICROSOFT TO CREATE, UPSKILL NEW
CYBERSECURITY WORKFORCE WITH
CYBERSHIKSHAA
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters
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A file photo of the Microsoft logo | Photo Credit: REUTERS
Microsoft on Thursday expanded its CyberShikshaa program in association with the Data
Security Council of India (DSCI), Tata Strive, and ICT Academy to create and upskill a new
cybersecurity workforce in the country.
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(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Microsoft aims to reach 45,000 women and underserved youth with technical skills for careers in
cybersecurity, and to provide internships or job opportunities for 10,000 learners in the next
three years.
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Till date, Microsoft has trained 1,100 women out of which 800 are currently employed in the
cybersecurity space. The U.S. based company has also trained 5,000 underserved youth
members under the Cybersecurity Beginners modules.
In its fifth year, CyberShikshaa will focus on scaling the program, leveraging industry
partnerships, and conducting specialised training for careers in the banking sector, financial
services, and insurance (BFSI) industry.
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Expanding its reach into semi-urban and rural locations of the country, the program will offer
AI/ML training for cybersecurity product development and enable cybersecurity certifications
through an enhanced Cybersecurity Beginners program named ‘Ready4Cybersecurity.’ More
than 10,000 rural underserved youth members will be enabled with ‘Ready4Cybersecurity’
certifications.
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Started in 2018 with DSCI, the CyberShikshaa training curriculum comprises training for more
than 400 hours in several modules, including Information Security, Application Security, Cloud
Security, Cyber Forensics, Cryptography, and Network Security.
The trainings are conducted in more than 100 centres across India, including Andhra Pradesh,
Assam, Bihar, Delhi NCR, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab,
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Uttarakhand, and West Bengal.
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RISE IN TERROR ATTACKS IN J&K SINCE 2021, INDIA
TELLS UN PANEL
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas
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India informed the United Nations Security Council’s (UNSC) Counter Terrorism Committee
(CTC) that there has been a steep rise in cross-border terror activities in Jammu & Kashmir
since the end of 2021, around the time when severe financial strictures by the global terrorfinancing watchdog, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), were eased on a “troublesome
jurisdiction”.
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Earlier this month, the FATF removed Pakistan from the “grey list” of countries under “increased
monitoring”. India informed the panel that terror activities had seen a slump from 2018 to the end
of 2021, during which time Pakistan was placed on the grey list.
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Safi Rizvi, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), on the first day of the UNSC
committee’s meeting in Mumbai on October 28, informed that in mid-2018, there had been close
to 600 terror camps across the J&K border. This was the time when Pakistan was first placed on
the grey list. “The cross-border terror bases went down by 75% during the FATF listing. The
Counter Terrorism Committee should notice how effective the UN designations and listings by
the FATF are. The moment the talk started that the grey listing is about to end, the bases have
gone up by 50% and we are expecting more scalable and more attacks on hard targets [security
installations] and much more trouble,” he said.
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According to the presentation made before the committee, there were 600 terror camps across
J&K in mid-2018, which came down to 150 in the middle of 2021. From 2021 to September
2022, the number of terror bases sharply increased to 225.
He added that since end-2021, “the return of cross border terrorist infrastructure and the return
of attacks on Indian targets” is noticeable. Mr. Rizvi said that the FATF listing of Pakistan from
2018-2022 saw relative peace.
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Highlighting the importance of the UN’s designations, Mr. Rizvi said the designated terrorists
were either arrested or convicted, and open terrorist activities such as collecting donations
through appeals on social media and holding public rallies, were restricted. To substantiate, he
shared a photograph of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) chief Hafiz Saeed, a UN-designated terrorist,
holding a public rally in Pakistan in December 2017. The officer said after the designations were
enforced in 2018, the rallies were stopped.
From 2021 to Sept. 2022, the number of terror bases sharply increased to 225, said a
presentation
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TERRORISTS USING TECHNOLOGY TO HARM
SOCIETY: JAISHANKAR
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Linkages of organized crime with terrorism

Joint efforts:External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar with delegates at the United Nations Security
Council Counter-Terrorism Committee meeting in New Delhi on Saturday.PTI
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Terrorism is still one of the “gravest threats” to humanity, External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar
said on Saturday, the concluding day of the United Nations Security Council Counter-Terrorism
Committee’s special meeting in India that sought to focus on the misuse of emerging
technologies by terrorist groups. He called for “zero tolerance towards terrorism”.
Mr. Jaishankar said that new and emerging technologies had enhanced capabilities of terror
groups, “particularly in open and liberal societies”. “Internet and social media platforms have
turned into potent instruments in the toolkit of terrorist and militant groups for spreading
propaganda, radicalisation and conspiracy theories aimed at destabilising societies,” he said.
The meeting, which was addressed by all members of the Security Council, and included
ministerial-level participation from Albania, Gabon, Ghana, the United Arab Emirates and the
United Kingdom, committed to ending safe havens for terrorists and countering new
technologies being used for terrorism.
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However, the final “Delhi Declaration” did not include the concerns of the U.S. and India
concerns over China’s block on terrorist designations at the UNSC.
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The U.S. and the U.K. sparred with Russian diplomats over references to a “massive” drone
attack attempted in the Crimean port of Sevastopol, which the Russian army claimed to have
thwarted.
Sanctions regime
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“The UN Security Council, in the past two decades, has evolved an important architecture, built
primarily around the counter-terrorism sanctions regime... This has been very effective in putting
those countries on notice that had turned terrorism into a State-funded enterprise,” Mr.
Jaishankar said in a veiled reference to Pakistan, adding that the threat of terrorism is “growing
and expanding” nonetheless. Mr. Jaishankar’s statement came a day after U.S. Secretary of
State Antony Blinken had referred to India-U.S. joint efforts to designate several Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) terrorists through the UN’s 1267 sanctions
committee.
“All Member States must cooperate fully in the fight against terrorism in order to identify safe
havens, deny terrorists access to them and bring to justice... any person who supports,
facilitates, participates... in the financing, planning, preparation or commission of terrorist acts,”
stated the final “Delhi Declaration on countering the use of new and emerging technologies for
terrorist purposes”.
The 35-paragraph “Delhi Declaration” focused on the threat from Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) including drones, online radicalisation and recruitment as well as terrorist financing
through cryptocurrencies and other virtual means, with members noting “with additional concern
the increasing global misuse of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) by terrorists to conduct attacks
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against, and incursions into critical infrastructure and soft targets or public places, and to traffic
drugs and arms.”
In particular, the CTC members referred to attacks in the UAE and Saudi Arabia, as well as
cross-border drone activity into India.
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